Abstract-The ATLAS[1] collaboration accounts for more than 3000 members located all over the world. The efficiency of the experiment can be improved allowing system experts not present on site to follow the ATLAS operations in real-time, spotting potential problems which otherwise may remain unattended for a non-negligible time. Taking into account the wide geographical spread of the ATLAS collaboration, the solution of this problem is to have all monitoring information with minimal access latency available world-wide. We have implemented a framework which defines a standard approach for retrieving arbitrary monitoring information from the ATLAS private network via HTTP. An information request is made by specifying one of the predefined URLs with some optional parameters refining data which has to be shipped back in XML format. The framework takes care of receiving, parsing and forwarding such requests to the appropriate plugins. The plugins retrieve the requested data and convert it to XML (or optionally to JSON) format before giving it back to the framework, which forwards it to the original requester. The list of data types which can be retrieved is fairly complete and includes raw physics event samples, operational statistics, application logs, configuration parameters, data quality assessment results and histograms for the current data taking session as well as for the previous ones. In addition to the traditional request-response information access, the latest version of the framework offers asynchronous data access where it initiates data transmission towards clients only when requested data has changed, reducing the network load and simplifying the development of end-user interfaces. This paper presents the architecture of the ATLAS world-wide framework and summarizes the experience of its usage during the first ATLAS data taking period. It also describes new recently developed plugins as part of the preparation of the second round of the experiment operations planned to start in early 2015.
I. INTRODUCTION
A TLAS [1] is one of the two general-purpose Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments at CERN, which has been put into production in 2010. The ATLAS detector is being operated by the Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) [2] system which is transferring data from the detector readout to the mass-storage, reducing the data rate from the initial design 40 MHz bunch crossing rate, delivered by the LHC machine, to few hundreds Hertz of recorded data. ATLAS construction took more than 15 years and involved more than 3000 people distributed all over the world. Experiment efficiency and deadtime minimization were top priorities for the first running S. Kolos is with the University of California, Irvine, USA (e-mail: serguei.kolos@cern.ch).
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period, which implied that ATLAS collaborators should have been able to monitor the status of the experiment in real time in order to be able to fix problems as they appear. That was made possible by providing real-time access to arbitrary monitoring information produced by the ATLAS online monitoring system via the World Wide Web, thus making it imminently available to all interested experts.
II. ONLINE MONITORING SERVICES
The ATLAS online monitoring system consists of a number of interacting services providing different types of information including samples of raw physics events, statistics accumulated in the course of partial-event analysis performed by the AT-LAS Trigger system, instantaneous rates and counters for the Data Acquisition System. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the online monitoring system used by the experiment. 
A. Event Monitoring Service
The Event Monitoring Service [3] provides statistical samples of raw physics events selected according to the given physics properties, like stream, trigger or sub-detector type. Event Analysis applications subscribe for receiving a particular type of events in order to do partial events reconstruction and analysis, producing histograms and publishing them to the Information Service (IS) [5] .
B. The Information Service
The Information Service uses the client-server architecture with information repository implemented by a number of 978-1-4799-3659-5/14/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE processes, called IS Servers, which are distributed over several computing nodes in a location transparent way. Each server has a unique identifier, which a client application is using to communicate with this server. An IS server holds all information in its memory. Each information object in IS has a unique identifier. An application may publish an information to IS, retrieve an information value using the object id or subscribe for that object for receiving asynchronous notifications when the object is updated. At any given moment the Information Service represents the most up to date snapshot of all monitoring information produced during data taking.
C. The Data Quality Monitoring Framework
The Data Quality Monitoring Framework [6] subscribes to histograms updates in IS, analyzes those histograms with the preconfigured data quality algorithms and publishes the Data Quality results produced by those algorithms to IS.
D. The Monitoring Data Archiving Services
Monitoring Data Archiving services store some preconfigured sub-set of information for each run to ROOT files and then send those files to permanent storage. An expert may browse histograms and Data Quality results from that storage to spot and debug problems for any run from the past.
III. THE WEB MONITORING FRAMEWORK
The Monitoring System keeps track of all available information and provides it either on request or via push notification to a number of GUI applications running in the main ATLAS Control Room (ACR). In order to make the same information available outside ACR, the WEB Monitoring Framework has been implemented. It is providing access to all available monitoring information on request as well as allowing to subscribe to for the changes of any specific information. The Web Monitoring Framework is implemented by a number of homogeneous servers written in Python using REST technology [4] . The servers are stateless, which facilitates information caching and load-balancing. Each server is designed as a framework which can load and maintain an arbitrary number of specific data handling modules. When the server receives a request, it parses it, finds an appropriate data module and passes parameters of the request to that module. Any module is supposed to return some relevant data either in JSON or XML format, which the framework sends back to the client of the original request. The Web Monitoring Framework is associated with a certain URL called Base URL. All client HTTP requests go to the ATLAS web server (Apache) which transfers those starting with the Base URL to one of the Web Monitoring Framework. Any well-formed Web Monitoring URL has as well-defined Web Monitoring module ID and a set of parameters, which are specific to that module. The architecture is shown in Figure 2 . The system provides authentication, caching and proxying of the information via widely used web industry standards and can be accessed via any common browser or from any programming language that supports HTTP. Thus, the Web Monitoring Framework takes all the burden of requests parsing as well as extra cashing and load-balancing duties, while individual modules do only pure data processing. A number of data handling modules have been implemented and used during the first data taking period, where each module was dedicated to a well-defined type of monitoring information.
A. The Information Service Web Interface module
This module gives on-demand access to every single item in the IS via the HTTP protocol. A simple request takes only one input parameter which is the ID of an information object in IS. If the information object with the given ID exists, the module reads it from IS and translates its value to XML. The modules can also handle two advanced requests: return a list of IS servers and return a list of information objects for the given IS server. Advanced requests can be used to implement generic browsers for IS, working in a common WEB browser.
B. The Online Histogramming Web Interface Module
This module is just a simple extension of the IS one. It can handle histograms by converting them into images in a number of standard formats (PNG, JPEG, GIF), using the ROOT libraries and return those images to the client. In this case a histogram will be shown as an image in the client's Web browser, therefore there is no need for any HEP specific software on the client machine. This module takes a number of extra request parameters which define how histograms shall be visualized (type, range, zoom, etc.).
C. The Log files Web Interface module
This is a simple module which takes two parameters: the machine name and the file name and returns the content of the given file taken from the given machine. It has been implemented for viewing the content of the log files produced by the programs belonging to the ATLAS TDAQ system. An expert may need to check the content of those files for finding problems of the ongoing data taking session as well as debug issues which have been found in previous runs. In addition this module can also return a list of machines which have been used for a particular run as well as return a list of log files for a particular machine. The latter options allow implementing a simple log navigator script which most of the experts use for viewing log files in Web Browser.
D. The Data Archive Web Interface Module
This module can be used for retrieving and visualizing histograms for a particular run from the past. It is very useful for investigating problems in runs which finished already. Archived histograms contain a lot of useful information about various parts of the TDAQ system and in most cases are the sole source of the information about operational conditions for the past run. This module provides several ways of accessing histograms from the archive. One can use a run number and a histogram name for getting back any specific histogram from the given run. Alternatively one can retrieve the same histogram from a number of runs to see potential changes which may give a clue for the systems behavior variations between different runs.
IV. USING WEB MONITORING DURING RUN 1
The Web Monitoring has been actively used during the first run period (2010-1012). Many custom HTML pages used the Web Monitoring API directly. In the simplest case it was just a number of IMG tags in a web page where the SOURCE attributes are URLs pointing to the histogram objects in IS. In this case the web page has been filled with histograms images when loaded. For displaying an arbitrary piece of information from IS the DIV tags have been used where IS resources URLs have been put to the ID of those elements. When such an HTML page is loaded in a browser, the dedicated JavaScript script iterates through the DIV elements and sends HTTP GET requests to the server using elements IDs as URLs, and extracts the necessary information from the XML data which is returned. That approach has been proven to be very useful for providing sub-system specific monitoring which is operating with a sub-set of monitoring data, as different sub-systems may have different ways of post-processing and presenting their specific information. Many experts were also using generic Web-based GUIs which have been developed for each of the Web Monitoring modules. Those GUIs are able to browse all available resources (i.e. monitoring items) and get any of them to the web browser for detailed study. Figure 3 shows an example of such a GUI. The GUI on this snapshot displays all available IS servers on the left, the list of information objects for the selected server in the middle and the value of the selected information object on the right panel.
V. WEB MONITORING FOR RUN 2
Taking into account the experience of the Web Monitoring exploitation in the last data taking period and the users feedback, three new extensions have been developed for the second run period, which will start in 2015. They are the two new modules for the Web Monitoring server, allowing to navigate through the archived Data Quality information and display raw events in a Web Browser, and the new standalone 
A. The Information Service Extended Web Interface
HTML pages which use the Web Monitoring interface need to poll the Web server periodically in order to keep its information up to date. Despite the server caching, which has been enabled on the ATLAS Apache server, this may still cause substantial load if many pages are requesting different information objects at the same time. Another approach where the Web server sends information to the Web browser only when the information is changed looks as an appealing solution for this problem. This idea has been implemented by the new service, the Extended Web Monitoring based on the Server-Sent Event(SSE) [7] technology introduced in HTML5. SSEs are sent over traditional HTTP, hence they do not require a special protocol or server implementation to get working. Using SSE technology, a client opens a new connection to the server and sends an HTTP request with a specific resource ID to be watched out for, i.e. it establishes a new subscription. Upon receiving such a request, the Extended Web Monitoring server makes a corresponding subscription to IS and whenever the specific information gets updated in IS the server receives the IS callback, translates it into XML (or JSON) format and sends it back to the Web Browser which had initiated the SSE connection. The server has a state which reflects the number of actual subscribers and maintains this state by handling the subscribe and unsubscribe requests as well as keeping track of the clients which are unexpectedly gone (for example due to a crash of a client's Web Browser). The presence of the state does not fit to the RESTful API paradigm, which was the reason for implementing the new service as a separate server application. The client API for the SSE technology is provided in JavaScript, which defined the choice of the language for the Client API of the IS Extended Web Interface. The latter one, as shown in Listing 1 is very simple and can be easily incorporated into any HTML page. The subscribe function can be used to attach two callbacks to a specific IS information object. The dataCallback is invoked when the information value is changed and the errorCallback is used for asynchronous notifications about system errors, for example a failure of the Web server. The unsubscribe function can be used to cancel any previously made subscription.
B. Data Quality Archive Web Interface Module
For the next run period a new service for archiving the data generated by the Data Quality Monitoring Framework is being implemented. This will improve the ability of the sub-system experts to reproduce and analyze the behavior of the DQM algorithms which will be very useful for improving online Data Quality monitoring in ATLAS. Archiving will be done during data taking by collecting DQM information from IS servers and storing this information in ROOT[9] files using multiple ROOT tree objects for indexing. At the end of a run those ROOT files will be sent to long-term storage. The interface for retrieving data from the DQM archive will be implemented as another module for the Web Monitoring server as this interface fits very well to the RESTful architectural approach. The module will expose a number of resources which represents data collected by the DQM archive, such as sets of DQM parameter names for a given run, series of parameter values for specific parameter name, etc. The service will return data in JSON or XML format. In addition a generic DQM archive browser application will be provided. The first prototype of such an application has been implemented already on JavaScript using ExtJS framework [8] for data visualization in a form of time series. A snapshot of this GUI which can run in any modern Web Browser is shown in Figure 4 . 
C. Event Monitoring Web Interface Module
The new module can return either a full ATLAS event or an individual data fragment from any given read-out module in XML format. This functionality is extremely useful for the tuning of the read-out electronics and debugging problems in the scope of the new data taking period preparation. Any modern Web Browser can display such an XML data in a reasonable way without any extra development work. A snapshot of the Chrome Web Browser displaying ATLAS raw event is shown in Figure 5 . Alternatively one can use SSL or JavaScript to customize this view. 
VI. STATUS AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to support smooth operation the Web Monitoring Framework has been developed for the ATLAS experiment. The framework provides real-time access to arbitrary monitoring information via the RESTful API. This approach allows ATLAS experts, independently of where they are located, to retrieve the information they are interested in in their preferable form. It is an optimal solution to the problem of either having to copy all available information to the outside world, even if it is not used, and having only a predefined static sub-set available. The latency to access an item is determined by the HTTP access, typically in the order of 200 ms if one is outside of CERN. The initial implementation of the system has been extensively used during the first ATLAS data taking period and was proven to be very useful for fast problem detection and everyday operation and maintenance of the experiment. Based on the experience of the system exploitation, a couple of new extensions have been developed for the second run period in order to improve the system scalability and cover additional types of information. The new extensions have been commissioned at the experimental area and are currently being tested in preparation for the production phase.
